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Abstract--Cloud computing creates virtual Computing Environment in typical network computing pattern for sharing data
and computation. Data is huge and multiple data center need collaboration in deployment and implementation of data
intensive application because it is inevitable to transmit data across the different data centers. This Paper introduce cloud
computing concept and highlight the various data models supported by existing cloud base storage.Cloud Data
Management has to address several challenges,especially when replicated data are concurrently updated at different sites
or when the system workload and the resources requested by clients change dynamically.
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I.
Cloud Computing
"Cloud computing” in common words can be described as "renting" or borrowing online software instead of actually
purchasing and installing it on their own computers. It is the same business model as people using Gmail or Yahoo mail
services, except that cloud computing goes much further. Cloud computing is where entire businesses and thousands of
employees will run their computer tools as online rented products. All of the processing work and file saving will be done "in
the cloud" of the Internet, and the users will plug into that cloud every day to do their computer work.
Software and Platform as a Service describe the business model of users logging into a centralized hub to access their
software products. Users open their files and software only while online, using only their web browser and passwords. It is
similar to the idea of mainframe terminals, but cloud computing involves a much larger "cloud" (network) of processing
computers at the center.
A. Benefits Cloud Computing:
The primary benefit of cloud computing is reduced cost for everyone involved. Software vendors do not have to spend
thousands of hours supporting users over the phone... they would simply maintain and repair a single central copy of the
product online. Conversely, users wouldn't have to shell out the large up-front costs of fully purchasing word processing,
spreadsheet, or other end user products. Users would instead pay nominal rental fees to access the large central copy.
B. The Downsides of Cloud Computing:
The risk of cloud computing is that the users must place a high level of trust into the online software vendors that they will
not disrupt the service. In a way, the software vendor holds its customers "hostage" because all of their documentation and
productivity is now in the vendor's hands. Security and protection of the file privacy becomes even more necessary, as the
massive Internet is now part of the business network. When a 600-employee business switches to cloud computing, they must
choose their software vendor carefully. There will be dramatically-reduced administration cost to use cloud computing
software. But there will be an increase in the risks of service disruption, connectivity, and online security.
II. Inside Cloud Computing
According to the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology, cloud computing consists of five essential
characteristics, three distinct service models, and four deployment Models
A. FIVE Essential Characteristics
 On-Demand Self-Service
 Resource Pooling
 Rapid Elasticity
 Measured Service
 Broad Network Access
B. Three Distinct Service Models
 Software-as-a-Service
This term generally refers to applications that are delivered to end users over the Internet or broad band access.
There are hundreds of SaaS providers covering a wide variety of applications. Oracle CRM On Demand,
Salesforce.com, and Google Apps are examples of the SaaS model.
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 Infrastructure-as-a-Service
Refers to computing hardware (servers, storage, and network) delivered as a service. This typically includes the associated
software as well, including operating systems, virtualization, clustering, and so on. Amazon Web Services, for example,
offers their Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) for compute servers, SimpleDB for database and Simple Storage Service (S3) for
storage.
 Platform-as-a-Service
This model conveys how an application development and deployment platform can be delivered as a service to developers,
allowing them to quickly build and deploy an SaaS application for end users. These platforms typically include database and
middleware, and are often specific to a language or API. For example, Google AppEngine is based on Java and Python,
Engine Yard.
C. Four Deployment Models
Public Cloud A public cloud is one based on the standard cloud computing model, in which a service provider
makes resources, such as applications and storage, available to the general public over the Internet. Public cloud
services may be free or offered on a pay-per-usage model.
The main benefits of using a public cloud service are:

Easy and inexpensive set-up because hardware, application and bandwidth costs are covered by the
provider.

Scalability to meet needs.

No wasted resources because you pay for what you use.
Examples of public clouds include Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), IBM's Blue Cloud, Sun Cloud, Google
AppEngine and Windows Azure Services Platform.
Private Cloud
Private cloud (also called internal cloud or corporate cloud) is a marketing term for a proprietary computing architecture that
provides hosted services to a limited number of people behind a firewall. Advances in virtualization and distributed
computing have allowed corporate network and datacenter administrators to effectively become service providers that meet
the needs of their "customers" within the corporation. Marketing media that uses the words "private cloud" is designed to
appeal to an organization that needs or wants more control over their data than they can get by using a third-party hosted
service such as Amazon's Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) or Simple Storage Service (S3).
Hybrid Cloud
A hybrid cloud is a composition of at least one private cloud and at least one public cloud. A hybrid cloud is typically
offered in one of two ways: a vendor has a private cloud and forms a partnership with a public cloud provider, or a public
cloud provider forms a partnership with a vendor that provides private cloud platforms. A hybrid cloud is a cloud
computing environment in which an organization provides and manages some resources in-house and has others provided
externally. For example, an organization might use a public cloud service, such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon
S3) for archived data but continue to maintain in-house storage for operational customer data. Ideally, the hybrid approach
allows a business to take advantage of the scalability and cost-effectiveness that a public cloud computing environment offers
without exposing mission-critical applications and data to third-party vulnerabilities. This type of hybrid cloud is also
referred to as hybrid IT.
Community Cloud
A community cloud is a multi-tenant infrastructure that is shared among several organizations from a specific group with
common computing concerns. Such concerns might be related to regulatory compliance, such as audit requirements, or may
be related to performance requirements, such as hosting applications that require a quick response time, for example. The
goal of a community cloud is to have participating organizations realize the benefits of a public cloud -- such as multitenancy and a pay-as-you-go billing structure -- but with the added level of privacy, security and policy compliance usually
associated with a private cloud. The community cloud can be either on-premises or off-premises, and can be governed by the
participating organizations or by a third-party managed service provider (MSP).
III. CLOUD STORAGE
Cloud storage is a model of networked online storage where data is stored on virtualized pools of storage which are generally
hosted by third parties. Hosting companies operate large data centers; and people who require their data to be hosted buy or
lease storage capacity from them and use it for their storage needs. The data center operators, in the background, virtualizes
the resources according to the requirements of the customer and expose them as storage pools, which the customers can
themselves use to store files or data objects. Physically, the resource may span across multiple servers. Cloud storage services
may be accessed through a web service application programming interface (API), or through a Web-based user interface.
Cloud storage is made up of many distributed resources, but still acts as one highly fault tolerant through redundancy and
distribution of data ,highly durable through the creation of versioned copies, typically eventually consistent in regards to data
replicas.
A. CLOUD STORAGE ADVANTAGES
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Companies need only pay for the storage they actually use as it is also possible for companies by utilizing actual virtual
storage features like thin provisioning. Companies do not need to install physical storage devices in their own datacenter or
offices, but the fact that storage has to be placed anywhere stays the same (maybe localization costs are lower in offshore
locations). Storage maintenance tasks, such as backup, data replication, and purchasing additional storage devices are
offloaded to the responsibility of a service provider, allowing organizations to focus on their core business, but the fact stays
the same that someone has to pay for the administrative effort for this tasks.
B. DATA MODEL
It is also important to differentiate between cloud databases which are relational as opposed to non-relational or NoSQL:
 SQL DATABASES
Such as Oracle Database, Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL, are one type of database which can be run on the cloud (either
as a Virtual Machine Image or as a service, depending on the vendor). SQL databases are difficult to scale, meaning they are
not natively suited to a cloud environment, although cloud database services based on SQL are attempting to address this
challenge.
 NOSQL DATABASES
Such as Apache Cassandra, CouchDB and MongoDB, are another type of database which can run on the cloud. NoSQL
databases are built to service heavy read/write loads and are able scale up and down easily, and therefore they are more
natively suited to running on the cloud. However, most contemporary applications are built around an SQL data model, so
working with NoSQL databases often requires a complete rewrite of application code.
C. Deployment MODELs OF CLOUD
There are two primary methods to run a database on the cloud:
 VIRTUAL MACHINE IMAGE
Cloud platforms allow users to purchase virtual machine instances for a limited time. It is possible to run a database on these
virtual machines. Users can either upload their own machine image with a database installed on it, or use ready-made
machine images that already include an optimized installation of a database. For example, Oracle provides a ready-made
machine image with an installation of Oracle Database 11g Enterprise Edition on Amazon EC2.
 DATABASE AS A SERVICE
Some cloud platforms offer options for using a database as a service, without physically launching a virtual machine instance
for the database. In this configuration, application owners do not have to install and maintain the database on their own.
Instead, the database service provider takes responsibility for installing and maintaining the database, and application owners
pay according to their usage. For example, Amazon Web Services provides two database services as part of its cloud
offering, SimpleDB which is a NoSQL key-value store, and Amazon Relational Database Service which is an SQL-based
database service with a MySQL interface.
 MANAGED DATABASE HOSTING on the cloud, where the database is not offered as a service, but the cloud
provider hosts the database and manages it on the application owner's behalf. For example, cloud provider Rackspace offers
managed hosting for MySQL databases.
IV. Cloud Architecture
The Cloud architecture requirements for large platforms designed for heterogeneous service types tend to be very
different from requirements for application-specific platforms. The very basic architecture of cloud consist of cloud storage,
cloud service, cloud platform and cloud Infrastructure which can be seen as follows.

Figure 1 : Cloud Computing Architecture
A. Cloud Models and their focus area
Different cloud models focus on different architectural areas. Some important
cloud architecture models and their key focus areas are listed in the following table.
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Cloud
architecture
models
Amazon EC2

Cloud Security
Alliance
Cisco
IBM
Storage
Networking
Industry
Association
Windows Azure

Key architectural focus
areas
Simple storage and
relational database services
for enterprises
Enterprise security
IT data centers and networks
Cloud service management
IT cloud storage

Microsoft data center
applications

Table 1. Cloud Architecture Models and their key focus areas.
V. Actors In Cloud Computing
While making a cloud computing to work following are the actors who play various role. They may be divided into those
who actually use and control the content.. All the actors are linked with each other and perform different tasks assigned to
them. The following diagram shows how the actors are connected to each other.

Fig 2: Actors in cloud computing
A. Cloud Consumer: person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and uses service from, Cloud
Providers
B. Cloud Provider: person, organization, or entity responsible for making a service available to interested parties
C. Cloud Auditor: party that can conduct independent assessment of cloud services, information system operations,
performance and security of the cloud implementation
D. Cloud Broker: entity that manages the use, performance and delivery of cloud services, and negotiates
relationships between Cloud Providers and Cloud Consumers
E. Cloud Carrier: intermediary that provides connectivity and transport of cloud services from Cloud Providers to
Cloud Consumers
VI. E-R Model
Entity Relationship Model is widely used conceptual level data model. An Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) is a visual
representation of different data using conventions that describe how these data are related to each other. ER diagrams are
frequently used during the design stage of a development process in order to identify different system elements and their
relationships with each other
There are three basic elements in an ER Diagram: entity, attribute, relationship.
A. Entity
An entity can be a person, place, event, or object that is relevant to a given system.
B. Attribute
An attribute is a property, trait, or characteristic of an entity, relationship, or another attribute
C. Relationship A relationship describes how entities interact.
ER diagrams constitute a very useful framework for creating and manipulating databases. First, ER diagrams are
easy to understand and do not require a person to undergo extensive training to be able to work with it efficiently and
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accurately. This means that designers can use ER diagrams to easily communicate with developers, customers, and end users,
regardless of their IT proficiency. Second, ER diagrams are readily translatable into relational tables which can be used to
quickly build databases. In addition, ER diagrams can directly be used by database developers as the blueprint for
implementing data in specific software applications. Lastly, ER diagrams may be applied in other contexts such as describing
the different relationships and operations within an organization. Conceptual modeling forces all participants to critically
evaluate the current (and potential future) business requirements of an organization. An effective conceptual model will also
provide an organization with a solid schematic of its data needs, independent of any other considerations (i.e. application
programming; vendor-specific database management systems).
VII. E-R Model Of Cloud Reference Architecture
We propose an ER Model that logically depicts the architecture of cloud computing as it is the simple way to represent the
data more specifically.
There are three main Entities for cloud Architecture which acts as follows

Figure 3 : E-R Diagram Logical data model for cloud reference architecture
A. Cloud Service Provider
 The cloud service provider can customize one or more cloud services for each consumer organization.
 The service provider maintains the profiles, SLAs, interfaces, access controls, and cost structure for the customized
service.
 The cloud service provider can activate or deactivate the customized services for each consumer organization.
 The cloud service provider maintains a unique consumer ID for each cloud service consumer.
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B. Cloud Service Consumer
 The cloud consumer is the principal stakeholder for the cloud computing service.
 A cloud consumer represents a person or organization that maintains a business relationship with, and uses the
service from a cloud provider.
 A cloud consumer browses the service catalog from a cloud provider, requests the appropriate service, sets up
service contracts with the cloud provider, and uses the service.
 The cloud consumer may be billed for the service provisioned, and needs to arrange payments accordingly.
C. Cloud Service Developer
As cloud computing evolves, the integration of cloud services can be too complex for cloud consumers to manage.
A cloud consumer may request cloud services from a cloud broker, instead of contacting a cloud provider directly. A cloud
developer is an entity that provides various services of cloud.
 A Cloud Service Developer will able be create services that determines which service cloud will need to develop.
 It creates a template that feed the Cloud service provider so that consumer can use that template.

VIII. Conclusion
Various benefits of cloud technology, in specific reference to data models were explored in the paper. Technology
architecture considerations and limitation of current data model were discussed .Specifically, technology innovation
and rethinking required in cloud data model and workflows were brought together and proposed in the in form of
entity relationship model of cloud computing .This model can be helpful to many organization who want to move
into cloud. The E R model logically explains how Actors are linked to each other and how they work for cloud.
Further we can extend the modeling to data cube model.
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